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Letter 65
The Grid
Greater. Stronger. Sharper.
… and Satan, and all his host became sore afraid …
2012-01-09
Dear Dan,
And He said to them, “Go into all the world and preach the gospel to every creature. He who believes and is
baptized will be saved; but he who does not believe will be condemned. And these signs will follow those who
believe: In My name they will cast out demons; they will speak with new tongues; they will take up
serpents; and if they drink anything deadly, it will by no means hurt them; they will lay hands on the sick,
and they will recover.” Mark 16:15-18.
Some time a few months ago, maybe October or November 2011, I was walking into (G6d) to start my
work shift. The Lord then opened my eyes to see. I saw in the spirit a grid, very much like what was seen
on the very Nirst Star Wars movie in the Millennium Falcon when Chewy was activating the shields.
Another good example would be one of those outside bug zappers. Only the energy that powers this grid
is:
“GREATER”, “STRONGER”, “SHARPER.”
The dimensions of the Grid were about 10” square*, and it was a light green in color. The grid Nilled the
entire hallway. Then it moved in my direction. As it passed through and around me I felt a gentle, moving
sensation. Then the grid started moving the other way down the hall. As it moved I saw that as it
intersected with any evil spirits in its way, they were literally “cubed”, and I saw the pieces fall to the Nloor.
If you’ve ever seen the movies “The Cube” or “Resident Evil”, you have a pretty good idea of what I am
talking about.
I asked angel Gabe what this was.
“THESE ARE THE INTERSECTIONS OF EVERY SCRIPTURE IN THE BIBLE
WHERE THEY RELATE TO ONE ANOTHER IN THE SPIRIT OF LOVE”, …
… he replied.
I was more than a little surprised. And even a little skeptical. But as each day came and I saw the same
Grid destroy more and more evil spirits, I was hard pressed to disbelieve.
So lately Dan, if I think there is the slightest hint of an oppressive spirit around, I say to the Lord;
“FIRE UP THE GRILL”
I can say there are fewer evil spirits of every kind at (G6) than ever, since I have been there.
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I guess God got kind of mad and “threw the Book at ‘em” so to speak.
The Lord seems to have given me the knowledge of when to ask to have the grill “Nired up”. Even though it
is a mufti-dimensional grid, I call it a “grill” just for humor. Barbecue them ghosts I say.
It’s that simple.
*The size of the grid spacing has tightened quite a bit since at Nirst. It is now about 1” square, maybe even
smaller. In old CB radio terms, one could say it’s “wall to wall and tree top tall.”
Blessings…
Romanus Theophilus
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